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USER
This Job Aid is designed for the assigned Safety Officer (SO) when the Incident Command System (ICS)
is used.

WHEN TO USE
A SO can use this Job Aid for any incident or planned event. This Job Aid is suited for incidents where
the ICS is being used, but many of the principles and actions listed here can be used for other business
activities where the ICS is not used.

SCOPE
This Job Aid focuses on the role of the SO in executing duties under the ICS. It outlines how the SO
works within the ICS to ensure the safety of responders and the public. It is designed to be used in
conjunction with EPA’s Incident Management Handbook (IMH). This Job Aid assumes that the SO has a
thorough knowledge of the ICS.
If an individual is serving as an Assistant Safety Officer (ASO), a separate job aid exists under
response.epa.gov/NIMSIntegrationTeam and should be referred to.
This Job Aid does not cover other important traits of an effective SO, such as:
 Good interpersonal skills;
 Solid grasp of hazard recognition, evaluation and control methodologies;
 Experience in operational risk management;
 In-depth knowledge of the types of safety challenges expected for incidents likely to be encountered.
A good SO has these qualities and many more, in addition to having a thorough understanding of ICS.
This Job Aid also assumes the user has fundamental skills in hazard assessment and risk analysis.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES AND PRODUCTS
The primary responsibilities of the SO are to:
 Ensure that responders and the public are properly safeguarded from the hazards of the incident.
 Supervise and execute all safety functions in support of the incident, including, but not limited
too:
o Completing and enforcing the 1910.120-compliant Health and Safety Plan (HASP) and
other pertinent safety plans.
o Evaluating all operations to ensure the effectiveness of safety controls. Evaluating may
include monitoring the air for toxic vapors, heat and cold, fatigue, radiation and other
conditions that affect the safety of responders.
o Conducting an operational risk assessment/hazard analysis (Task Hazard Analysis) to
anticipate, identify and control incident hazards.
o Exercising emergency authority to stop unsafe actions.
o Investigating accidents and near misses that have occurred.
o Working closely with Operations to develop and implement ICS Form 215A for the
incident.
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o Providing safety messages, reviewing and approving the medical plan, and developing
safety Special Instructions for Division Assignment List (ICS Form 204).
o Assuring communications plan protocols are robust enough to allow timely reporting and
response to emergencies.
o Ensuring all safety activities are documented on an Activity Log (ICS Form 214).
o Developing and maintaining a safety bulletin board.
o Presenting a safety briefing at Operations meetings and maintaining a high level of
communication with all responders regarding safety.
o Providing orientation for incoming personnel.
Refer to the ‘Checklist for General Tasks, The Safety Officer and the ICS Planning Process’ later
on in this job aid for the expected participation of the SO throughout the planning cycle.
In addition to the routine planning cycle, participate in meetings/briefings/phone calls as required,
requested, or if the situation calls for it:
o Operations briefings.
o Individual meetings with Command and/or General Staff members.
o Routine meetings with field operations (branch directors, division/group supervisors).
Set up and manage (or delegate to an ASO) a site-specific Safety Sharepoint Site that contains
documents, plans, reference material, etc, germane to site activities.
Managing the Safety Organization, including the assignment of Assistants and forming teams
where necessary. (Match EPA IMH):
o Meet/communicate routinely with ASOs and provide direction, guidance, and oversight.
o Be aware of incoming and outgoing ASO resources. Stay current with updated ICS 205
(radio incident communications plan) and ICS 205A (telephone incident communications
plan) forms and ensure information for ASOs is correct.
o Review ASO deployment information to remain aware of ASO duties and expectations.
o Be aware of new ASOs and their limitations. Be prepared to spend extra time to ensure
that all resources are on the same page regarding expectations, reviews, audits, etc.
o Coordinate with ASOs to ensure that deliverables such as ICS 214 forms (activity log)
are handed in in a timely manner and in an acceptable format.
o Ensure that ASOs are fully aware of chain-of-command and communication procedures
(eg: communicate with branch directors, division/group supervisors but report to the SO).
o Ensure that while branch directors and division/group supervisors are assisting in
prioritizing ASO duties, ASOs are still performing safety-related tasks.
o Ensure that ASOs are communicating newly-assigned tasks back to the SO.
If applicable, ensure that your rental vehicle is capable of handling local terrain.
Download off-line versions of any maps that may be needed (i.e., Google maps app needs to be
downloaded first).
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MATERIALS
Safety Officer Response Kit
It is vital that the SO be prepared to respond to an incident. The checklist below provides some ideas for
preparing a SO response kit that should be ready to use when an incident occurs.
STEP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

ACTION
If deployed to an incident away from your home unit, pack work clothes and
non-perishable food.
 Pack outdoor equipment: (e.g., sunscreen, bug spray; sun glasses; warm,
cold and foul weather gear; hardhat; safety goggles; safety shoes; life
jacket; flashlight; all-weather radio; binoculars).
 Pack personal protective equipment appropriate to the incident.
Pack notebooks for documentation.








Pack appropriate safety references. Some examples are:
• EPA’s IMH (response.epa.gov/NIMSIntegrationTeam).
• SO and ASO Job Aids
• Bookmark EPA’s Safety Data Sheets (SDS) Program:
http://jr.chemwatch.net/chemwatch.web
Account: epa
User name: everyone
Password: 120270
• NIOSH Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards.
• 29 CFR 1900.
• American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists,
Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indices.
• North American Emergency Response Guidebook.



Pack support equipment:
• Computer laptop pre-loaded with ICS forms.
• Portable printer.
• Power inverter.
• Cellular phone or pager.
• GPS and satellite phone.
• Thermal Luminescent Dosimeter (TLD) Badge.
• Air Card for internet access.



The key ICS Forms for the SO can be found at: (response.epa.gov/ICS_FORMS) and are as follows:
 Operations Safety Analysis (ICS Form 215A)
 Safety Plan (ICS Form 208)
 Incident Action Plan (IAP), specifically, the following forms:
o Incident Objectives (ICS Form 202)
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o Assignment List (ICS Form 204)
o Communications Plans (ICS Form 205 and 205A)
o Medical Plan (ICS Form 206)
 General Message (ICS Form 213)
 Activity Log (ICS Form 214)
 Resource Request (ICS Form 213RR) (See Appendix A for a sample ICS Form 213RR-EPA)

REFERENCES
 The EPA IMH is a key reference for the SO. The IMH and additional information is available at








response.epa.gov/NIMSIntegrationTeam.
National Incident Management System (NIMS) Document (https://www.fema.gov/nationalincident-management-system)
EPA NIMS Integration Team (NIT) Website (response.epa.gov/NIMSIntegrationTeam)
EPA ICS forms: (response.epa.gov/ICS_FORMS)
Acute Exposure Guideline Levels (AEGCs) are also available under the “Resources” section of
response.epa.gov.
Information available at response.epa.gov under “Health and Safety” includes OSWER Health and
Safety documents, OSHA electronic HASPs, and CBN HASPs.
Department of Homeland Security National Incident Management System (NIMS), 2017, is the key
document defining the implementation of the Incident Command System.
Checklists for field audits should be used, improved, and shared by saving them back into the safety
SharePoint site, a web site created specifically for the incident by the SO and/or ASOs. Download
and retain the following two checklists:
https://response.epa.gov/sites/3482/files/Site_Safety_Inspection_08312016.docx
(Site Safety Checklist)
https://response.epa.gov/sites/3482/files/HH-W_Collection_Checklist_11182012.docx
(Collection Site Safety Checklist)
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CHECKLISTS FOR GENERAL TASKS
The Safety Officer and the ICS Planning Process
Notification Phase
The SO may or may not be immediately notified of an incident. If the SO is notified early on and is
activated for the incident, pre-deployment actions can be taken.
STEP

EPA

ACTION



1.

Obtain information on the incident and begin a predeployment operations safety analysis.



2.

If chemicals are involved, obtain Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
and any other pertinent information (i.e., Material Safety
Data Sheet, Shipping Papers, Cargo Manifests, Railroad
Consists, etc.)



3.

Determine injuries, fatalities, and real/probable threats to
responders.



4.

Identify hazard, exclusion and safety zones, areas of safe
refuge, and evacuation zones as determined by first
responders.



5.

Determine the need for and request assistant safety officers
(ASOs) for performing incident safety responsibilities.
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Initial Response and Assessment
It is possible that a SO will be deployed to assist with the initial response and assessment.
STEP

EPA



1.

Verify what happened.



2.

Verify that all response personnel on scene are accounted
for.



3.

Confirm injuries, fatalities, and threats to the public.

4.

Confirm threats to responders.




5.

Confirm exclusion, safety, and hazard zones; evacuation
areas; and places of safe refuge.



6.

Review the scene and its specific site hazards.

7.

Evaluate probability and consequences of hazards.




8.

Review engineering, administrative, and personal protective
equipment controls for appropriateness.



STEP

For Oil, Chemical,
and WMD agent
responses, a HASP is
required by law!
(29 CFR 1910.120(q))

A: Conduct on-scene Operations Safety Analysis (ICS
Form 215A)

B. Develop a Health and Safety Plan



1.

List controls and practices developed in Step A above.



2.

List and sketch hazard zones, restricted areas, evacuation
zones, places of safe refuge.



3.

Identify procedures for emergencies occurring within the
incident (injury, accident).



4.

Identify security measures.

5.

Identify emergency alarms and hand signals.




6.

Identify emergency medical response procedures and
contacts (see Appendix B).



7.

ICS Form 208, along with the IAP, can be used as the initial
HASP.



8.

Ensure that all operations personnel are briefed on the
HASP prior to commencing operations.
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Agency Administrator Brief (if appropriate)
The Agency Administrator Briefing is a presentation to the personnel who will be managing or
supporting the incident by the administrator or other senior official of the jurisdiction/agency/
organization affected by the incident. During the briefing, the agency administrator or a designee
provides information, guidance, and direction—including priorities and constraints—necessary for
the successful management of the incident. The briefing is intended to ensure a common
understanding between the jurisdiction/agency/organization and the incident personnel regarding
such things as the environmental, social, political, economic, and cultural issues relevant to the
incident and its location. The briefing is preparatory to the delegation of authority that the
jurisdiction/agency/organization typically provides to the Incident Commander or Unified Command.

STEP

EPA

ACTION



1.

Only attend briefing if invited.



2.

Initial Actions: Listen for actions taken. Write down
hazards encountered. Record any controls implemented to
address hazards.



3.

Initial Objectives: Identify any safety objectives for the
current situation. Begin to formulate safety objectives for
future operations.



4.

Safety Concerns: Listen for any specific safety concerns
such as hospitals, senior centers, etc. The SO should only
respond to specific questions asked of him/her.
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Incident Briefing (ICS Form 201)
An incident briefing is conducted to inform new ICS personnel or new incident management teams of
response activities since the incident start. It is also a transition briefing from one IMT to a new IMT.
STEP

EPA

ACTION



1.

Obtain copy of ICS Form 201, if possible.



2.

The incident briefing should parallel the main topics of the
form. The SO's responsibility is to listen closely for safety
issues and actions being taken to address them.
Incident Briefing Topics:
• Initial Actions
• Initial Objectives
• Current Actions
• Planned Actions
• Potential of Incident to Escalate
• Current Organization
• Resource Summary



3.

Initial Actions: Listen for actions taken. Write down likely
hazards encountered. Record any controls implemented to
address hazards.



4.

Initial Objectives: Identify any safety objectives. If none are
mentioned, begin to formulate one.



5.

Current Actions: Listen for actions taken. Write down
likely hazards encountered. Record any controls
implemented to address hazards.



6.

Planned Actions: Listen for planned actions. Write down
likely hazards encountered. Begin to develop a list of
controls to address hazards.



7.

Potential of Incident to Escalate: Use this information to
begin planning the size of your Safety Organization.



8.

Current Organization: Identify the presence of a SO or
ASOs. Review the organization chart and identify locations
for field assistants and SO support.



9.

Resource Summary: Review the list of resources. Identify
additional hazards and risks posed by resources on-scene
and those en route. Identify the SO on-scene and Assistants
en route. Begin formulating a list of controls to address
hazards.
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Initial Unified Command Meeting
This meeting is for assembling the Unified Command, identifying jurisdictional roles and limitations,
setting incident priorities, and building the response organization. The Planning Section Chief (PSC)
facilitates this meeting if available. The SO may or may not be invited to this meeting. SOs should
attend this meeting if there are important safety considerations that require their attention.
STEP
1.

ACTION



Maintain listening mode. Provide input only when called
upon or if a serious safety issue is overlooked. If a serious
safety situation does exist, communicate concerns to IC/UC
and provide recommendations for correction.



When incident priorities are discussed, and safety is not
listed or is not the top priority, diplomatically remind the
Incident Commander or Unified Command of the need for
protecting the public and responders.



3.

If technical specialists are discussed and a need for
additional safety specialists is necessary, make a
recommendation accordingly to the IC/UC.



4.

Ensure that you or an ASO is readily accessible to address
any concerns from other ASOs in the field.



5.

Recommend to the IC/UC that a discussion take place on
how to handle emergencies within the emergency, if not
previously addressed.



2.

Government agencies with a safety
mission, such as the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration can provide
excellent technical specialists who can
help ensure conformance to government
regulations.

EPA
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Unified Command Objectives Meeting
The UC creates, reviews, and prioritizes incident objectives. For reoccurring meetings, objectives are
reviewed and revised as needed. The PSC facilitates this meeting. The SO may or may not be invited to
this meeting. SOs should not volunteer to attend this meeting if there are important safety considerations
that require their attention.
STEP

ACTION



1.

Maintain listening mode. Provide input only when called
upon or if a serious safety issue is overlooked.



2.

Review the Safety implications (fatigue) when the
Operational Period is discussed.



3.

When objectives are discussed, ensure that there is one that
addresses safety.*



4.

When the objectives are prioritized, strongly urge the IC/UC
to make the Safety Objective the top objective.



*Notes on Safety Objectives:
1. The safety objective must be written to steer the operation toward addressing safety priorities
without describing what specific resources and actions are needed. Always keep the end user, the
responders and the public in mind!
2. Safety Objectives must be within the capabilities of the SO and his or her staff. If not, more
safety resources must be ordered.
3. One general Safety Objective for an incident can be:
"Anticipate and identify incident hazards, evaluate risks and develop controls to safeguard
responders and the public."

EPA
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Command and General Staff Meeting
The UC presents decisions, priorities and objectives to the Command and General Staff. The PSC
facilitates this meeting. The SO must attend.
STEP

ACTION



1.

Maintain listening mode. Provide input only when called
upon or if a serious safety issue is overlooked.



2.

When objectives are discussed, ensure that there is one that
addresses safety.



3.

When the priorities of the objectives are discussed and
safety is not at the top, strongly urge the IC/UC to make the
Safety Objective their top objective.



4.

Provide a Safety Status Briefing when called upon by PSC.*



a. Report on overall Safety Status of Incident
1) Number of Injuries and/or near misses
2) Actions being taken to prevent injury or near miss
reoccurrence.



b. Report critical hazards and any precautions or measures
being taken to address them.



c. Report the status of any tasking assigned by the IC/UC.



*Notes on Safety Status Briefing:
The Command and General Staff meeting is designed to be brief. The SO should keep his status report as
short as possible. His or her audience is the Unified Command, who is occupied with all aspects of the
incidents and is interested in the "big picture." Therefore, the SOs briefing should be an overview of the
status of Safety for the entire incident. Consult with Operations and Planning prior to the meeting when
significant safety issues arise.

EPA
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Preparing for the Tactics Meeting and the Tactics Meeting
The Incident Management Team begins formulating the Incident Action Plan. During this time, the SO is
conducting a risk/hazard analysis on the tactics chosen by the Operations Section Chief and developing
controls to safeguard the public and responders.
STEP



1.

Obtain briefings from ASOs in the field. This will ensure
that the SO has the latest safety intelligence going into the
tactics meeting.



2.

Accompany Planning and Operations Section Chiefs to the
location for preparing for the Tactics Meeting.



3.

As Operations begins developing tactics and work
assignments for the next operational period, conduct a
risk/hazard analysis on each assignment. (Use ICS Form
215A).



4.

Based on the hazards and risks identified, develop a list of
controls to safeguard responders and the public.



5.

During the Tactics meeting, continue with steps 3 and 4.
Additionally, identify ASOs and other resources needed to
safeguard the responders executing the Operations Section
Chief's tactics.



While the ICS Form 215 is being completed, make notes on
safety gear needed. If a work assignment requires
specialized safety gear (e.g., hazmat suits), communicate
this to Operations and Logistics. Cover details after the
Tactics Meeting.



Provide input on locations for safety equipment and stations
such as: personnel decontamination, fire extinguishers, eye
wash stations, and first aid stations.



6.

7.

EPA
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Preparing for the Planning Meeting
The Incident Management Team prepares for the planning meeting, where the Planning Section Chief
will seek verbal approval to complete the IAP.
STEP

ACTION



1.

Obtain briefings from ASOs in the field. This will ensure
that the SO has the latest safety Intel going into the Planning
Meeting.



2.

Meet with or have an ASO meet with Logistics Section
personnel to ensure that proper safety equipment is being
ordered for responders.



3.

Begin drafting the safety message.



4.

Present issues that could not be resolved before, during or
after the tactics meeting to the IC/UC with
recommendations.



5.

If time allows, prepare a Safety Poster that focuses on top
hazards. Make the Poster visually appealing to help
communicate the strongest safety message to responders.



Resolving Issues Prior to the Planning Meeting:
The purpose of the Planning Meeting is to receive verbal approval from the Unified Command/Incident
Command to proceed with the IAP. It is important for SOs and other members of the Command and
General Staff to demonstrate unity during this meeting. This means that any significant differences
between the SO and the other members of the Command and General Staff should be resolved prior to
this meeting. Issues that cannot be resolved before, during, or after the Tactics meeting should be
presented to the Unified Command/Incident Command for resolution before the Planning Meeting.

EPA
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The Planning Meeting
This meeting provides an overview of the tactical plan to achieve the Unified/Incident Command's
direction, priorities and objectives. The SO provides a summary safety briefing for the Unified
Command/Incident Command.
STEP

ACTION



1.

Maintain listening mode. Provide input only when called
upon or if a serious safety issue is raised.



2.

Provide a briefing when called upon, this may include using
ICS Form 215A-EPA or may be as simple as providing a
summary.



IAP Preparation and Approval
The IAP is prepared, submitted to the Unified Command, and approved.
STEP

EPA

ACTION



1.

Safety message in IAP – see example in Appendix C.



2.

Add "General Safety Message" to ICS Form 202 - Incident
Objectives, usually in Box #5 (General Situation Awareness
– safety bullets, weather, etc.).



3.

Ensure that SO Organization is reflected in the Organization
Assignment List (ICS Form 203).



4.

In section 8 of ICS Form 204, add special safety instructions
specific to the unit's work assignment. Use information
from Form 215A.



5.

Review ICS Form 206. Ensure that hospitals are able to
treat exposed victims, regardless of exposure type
(chemical, biological, radiological, etc.).



6.

Review the Communications Plan to ensure that there is a
clear communications link to all field units and their
supervisors. Contact field ASOs to determine effectiveness
of the Communications Plan.
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Operations Briefing
This 30-minute or less briefing presents the IAP to the Operations Section Chief's Division and Group
Supervisors.
STEP

EPA

ACTION



1.

Have ASOs in the field provide an update prior to the
Operations Briefing.



2.

If time allows, employ a visual aid that focuses on top
hazards.



3.

During the Operations Brief, maintain listening mode.
Provide input only when called upon or if a serious safety
issue is raised.



4.

Provide a Safety Status Briefing when called upon.



5.

a. Report on overall Safety Status of Incident
1) Number of Injuries and/or near misses
2) Actions being taken to prevent injury or near miss
reoccurrence.



b. Report on critical hazards and any precautions or
measures being taken to address them.



c. Refer to specific safety precautions in ICS Form 204, if
needed.
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Execute Plan and Assess Progress
During this phase, the SO is monitoring operations closely to ensure that the HASP and safety
considerations in the IAP are implemented.
STEP

ACTION



1.

SO receives continual updates from ASOs in the field.

2.

SO can best assess progress by getting out into the field.

3.

Maintain open communication with members of the IMT.





4.

Obtain ASO briefings from the field prior to the IC/UC
Objectives meeting.



The Health and Safety Plan:
The HASP should be updated to reflect the dynamic nature of emergency incidents. Any new tasks
should have a Task Hazard Analysis associated with it. ASOs in the field should work closely with the
site manager to conduct in-field operational hazard assessment to anticipate, identify and control incident
hazards. The information gathered by the ASO should be directly communicated to the site manager
prior to leaving the site, as well as the SO (via ICS Form 214).

EPA
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The Safety Officer’s Planning P
COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF MEETING
Maintain listening mode. Provide input only
when called upon or when a serious safety
issue surfaces.
Review safety implications of Operational
Periods (fatigue).
When objectives are discussed, ensure
there is a safety objective.
Begin identifying Safety Staff support for
meeting UC/IC objectives.

PREPARING FOR TACTICS MEETING
Obtain briefings from field personnel
Work with Ops & Plans & develop risk
analysis for draft 215 using a 215A.
Make notes on safety gear needed.
Identify safety support staff needed.
Identify locations for safety equipment and
locations: 1st aid, eye wash, etc.

INITIAL UC MEETING
If present, maintain listening mode. Provide
input only when called upon or when a
serious safety issue surfaces.
Review safety implications of Operational
Periods (fatigue).
When objectives are discussed, ensure
there is a safety objective.
Begin identifying Safety Staff support for
meeting IC/UC objectives.
Identify available of safety staff support
from agencies/organizations represented in
the Unified Command.
Identify technical specialists needed.

TACTICS MEETING
Continue to work with Ops & Plans &
develop risk analysis for draft 215 using a
215A.
Make notes on safety gear needed.
Identify safety support staff needed.
Identify locations for safety equipment and
locations: 1st aid, eye wash, personnel
decon stations, etc.
PREPARING FOR PLANNING MEETING
Contact field personnel.
Meet with logistics to ensure ordering of
proper safety gear.
Prepare Safety briefing prior to planning
PLANNING MEETING
Maintain listening mode.
Report on:
• # injuries, near misses
• Preventative/corrective actions
• Top 3 hazards & safeguards
Place emphasis on Safety Plan
Report on status of any tasking assigned by
UC/IC.

INCIDENT BRIEFING
Obtain copy of 201 form. Listen for safety
issues and actions taken to address them.
Briefing topics include: initial actions, initial
objectives, current actions, planned actions,
potential for incident escalation, current
organization, and resource summary.

IAP PREP AND APPROVAL
Complete Safety Plan.
Complete Safety Message.
Add "General Safety Message" to ICS Form
202.
Ensure Safety Organization reflected in ICS
Form 203.
Add Safety instructions in section 8. of ICS
Form 204.
Review Medical Plan (206).
Review Comms Plan (205).
Place safe travel message & comms
information inside Demobilization Plan.

AGENCY ADMINISTRATOR BRIEF
If present, maintain listening mode. Listen
and record actions taken, hazards
encountered and controls to address
hazards.
ID safety objectives and begin formulating
new objectives.
Inquire about any specific safety concerns.

OPERATIONS BRIEFING
Report on critical hazards & safeguards.
Refer to important safety precautions in
204s.
Inform Div/Group Supvs of safety personnel
in the field.

INITIAL RESPONSE AND ASSESSMENT
Conduct full site characterization & risk
assessment.
Identify hazards, evaluate exposures and
implement controls to safeguard
responders and public.
Establish control areas, exclusion zones,
decontamination zones, support zones,
safe refuge areas, evacuation distances
and assembly areas.
Ensure that an appropriate and safe initial
response is mobilized. Provide advice as
needed. Closely monitor initial operations.

EXECUTE PLAN AND ASSESS PROGRESS
Continue to receive periodic updates from
ASOs in the field.
Tour the field via air, ground, & water to
assess progress

INCIDENT/EVENT

Ensure that an appropriate and safe initial
response is mobilized. Provide advice as
needed. Closely monitor initial operations.

EPA
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE MATRIX
Inputs/Outputs
Below is an input/output matrix to assist the Incident Commander with obtaining and providing
information to ICS positions.
MEET With:

WHEN:

SAFETY OBTAINS:

SAFETY PROVIDES:

Unified
Command

Upon arrival

Current Safety
Officer

Upon arrival

Commitment to accomplish
objectives.
Commitment to keeping
responders and the public safe.

Operations
Section Chief

Upon arrival,
At pre-Tactics
Meeting,
At Tactics
Meeting,
Various times.

Safety Objectives and UC
specific tasking
Briefing on major issues,
responsibilities, Safety
Organization, Hazard
Assessment, Risk Analysis,
Safety Plan
Operational safety concerns,
obstacles and issues. ICS
Forms 208, 215 and 215A.

Planning
Section Chief

Upon arrival,
At pre-Tactics
Meeting,
At Tactics
Meeting,
In preparing the
IAP,
Various times.
Upon arrival,
Tactics Meeting,
Following
Tactics Meeting,
Various times.

ICS Forms 202, 203, 204, 205,
206.

Finance
Section Chief

Upon arrival,
As needed.

Liaison Officer

As needed.

Public
Information
Officer

As needed.

Commitment to purchase
recommended safety
equipment.
Notification when
representatives from safety
organizations or agencies
arrive.
Media inquiries or releases
that include safety related
issues.

Logistics
Section Chief

EPA

Ordered ASOs, Technical
Specialists, Safety Equipment
for field personnel
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Commitment to keep responders
safe and to work as a partner to
assist Operations in carrying out
tactics safely. Specifically
provide:
• Task Hazard Analysis
• HASP
• Safety briefings to
responders
Safety message, general safety
message (ICS Form 202), special
safety instructions (ICS Form
204), and signature on the
medical plan (ICS Form 206).

Specific technical information on
types of personnel and
equipment resources (ICS Form
213) needed to accomplish UC
objectives and Operations work
assignments.
Availability to answer financial
questions on safety resources.
Availability to address any
concerns from safety
organizations and agencies.
Availability to provide technical
input on safety issues and
availability to review media
releases containing safety
information.
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MEET With:

WHEN:

SAFETY OBTAINS:

SAFETY PROVIDES:

Intelligence
Officer

As needed.

Threat intelligence that
indicates a risk to responders.

Staging Area
Manager

As needed.

Group
Supervisors,
Task Force and
Strike Team
Leaders

During
Operations
Briefing and as
needed.

Status of safety in staging
areas. Status of safety
equipment and resources in
staging area (decon, eyewash,
EMS, etc.)
Feedback on performance of
ASO and program.
Information on safety issues
specific to the Group, Task
Force or Strike Team.

Reports of suspicious activities
or persons from ASOs in the
field.
ASOs, technical advice,
and support in development of
site-specific HASP.

Situation Unit
Leader

As needed.

Resources Unit
Leader

As needed.

Documentation
Unit Leader

As needed.

Demobilization
Unit Leader

As needed.

Environmental
Unit Leader

As needed.

Supply Unit
Leader

As needed.

Facilities Unit
Leader

As needed.

Facility locations and staffing
numbers.

Medical Unit

Prior to IAP
approval.
As needed.

Accident information, Medical
Plan (ICS Form 206), injury
and illness information,
accident reports for trending
purposes.

EPA

Weather update, Accident
reports, Near-miss reports,
Toxic plume migration,
Fire trajectory, oil spill
trajectory.
Status of ASOs and other
resources ordered.
Work hours of individuals and
groups (for fatigue).
Copies of Safety Plans, IAPs,
Decontamination Plans and
other ancillary safety plans.
Demobilization Plan. Status of
demobilized personnel or
those awaiting demobilization.
Environmental hazard data,
Information on
decontamination agents,
Information on removal
techniques.
Status of safety supplies
ordered.
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HASP, ASO, support, technical
assistance and support for
resolving unit specific
challenges.
Safety Officer contact
information,
Observations from ASOs in the
field.
Status and number of Safety
Officer staff.

HASP, safety messages,
photographs, 214 Forms,
accident reports and all other
safety-related documentation.
Safety message for
demobilization plan. Review of
demobilization plan.
Feedback on environmental
hazard data,
Review of cleaning agent data
and removal techniques.
Information on types and number
of safety equipment. Review of
safety resource purchases if
requested.
Safety audits and
recommendations for improving
facility safety.
Review of and signature on
Medical Plan, Copy of Accident
Report.
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MEET With:

WHEN:

SAFETY OBTAINS:

Communicatio
ns Unit Leader

Prior to IAP
approval.
As needed.

Communications Plan (ICS
Form 205/205A),
Communications issues and
limitations.

Cost Unit
Leader

As needed.

Costs of safety equipment.

Time Unit

As needed.

Procurement
Unit Leader

As needed.

Technical
Specialists
(Safety related)

As needed.

The number of hours/days that
personnel have been working
(fatigue).
Status of safety equipment
purchases and technical
contracts.
Assurances that the proper
safety equipment is purchased.
Product information, Chemical
risk analysis, and Regulatory
Compliance expertise.

EPA
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SAFETY PROVIDES:
Review of Communications Plan
to ensure that efficient
communications for safety
emergencies.
Support Communications Unit
Leader in obtaining
communications equipment
needed in order to safely execute
tactical operations.
Potential safety cost saving
measures.
Information on safety related
issues.
Review of less-expensive safety
equipment alternatives.

Commitment to develop
effective partnerships with
private, public, and government
safety entities.
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Appendix A: Sample ICS Form 213RR-EPA
1. Incident Name:

Requester

2. Date/Time Prepared

Purpose: ICS Form 213RR-EPA is used by all incident personnel to request tactical and nontactical resources (supplies, equipment, personnel and services). Instructions on back page.

A. Logistics Resource Request Number (assigned by Logistics Section):

Resource Request Message
ICS Form 213RR-EPA
(Pre-printed # here)

3. ORDER
3a. Funding Source (if known): FEMA MA#_______________ CERCLA OPA Other_______________ 3b. TO # or TDD_______________
Note: One 213RR per funding source
3f. Requested Reporting
3e. Detailed description of resource requested (supplies, equipment,
3g.
3i.
3c.
3d.
personnel, services) and, if applicable, staple attachments for
Date/
(RESL)
PC
3h. LSC/FSC
Tactical?
Qty
Unit
purpose/use, diagrams, and other information.(Ops indicate if request
Location:
Time:
PO
Y/N
is TACTICAL)
Vendor or
Agency:
Vendor or
PO #:
ETA:
Cost:
Vendor or
Agency:
Vendor or
PO #:
ETA:
Cost:
Vendor or
Agency:
Vendor or
PO#:
ETA:
Cost:
4. Suggested source(s) of supply if known also Point-of-Contact phone number and
5. Requester 5a. Requester Position and Signature: (Print Name)
suitable substitutes, if known :
5b. Contact Method/Number(s):
6. Section Chief/Command Staff Approval:

Date/Time:

___CHECK IF THIS REQUEST WAS PLACED WITH START/ERRS

Planning

Finance

Logistics

7. LSC Notes:
8. Logistics Section Signature:

Date/Time:

9. SPUL, Property Management Officer or Property Accountable Officer/Designee Signature:

Date/Time:

Was property available from excess? (Check EMP Equipment, IFMS and/or GSA)
 Yes, reassign resources to incident.  No, then submit ICS Form 213 RR-EPA to EOC or FSC for
processing.
10. Order placed by (check box):
 SPUL
 PROC
 OTHER ____________________DATE ORDER WAS PLACED____________DATE RECEIVED___________
11. Reply/Comments from Finance:
12. Finance Section Signature:

Date/Time:

13. RESL - Note availability of each resource request:
14. RESL Review/Signature:

Date/Time:

Full instructions and routing information on back page. Requester fills all white areas, as well as block 4, if suggested source is known. Requester obtains appropriate Section Chief or Command
Staff approval in block 6. Requester submits to Logistics and keeps Copy 6 (bottom GREEN copy). (Revised 6/2009)

Note: Instructions on how to fill out ICS Form 213RR can be found on the back of the form.
EPA
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Appendix B: The Safety Officer’s Organization
How many Assistant Safety Officers (ASOs) are required?
The size and complexity of the incident determines the number of assistants a Safety Officer may need.
The key factor is the ability of the Safety organization to complete all of their functions.
It is absolutely crucial for the Safety Officer to remain focused on the overall safety posture of the
incident. It is not possible for a Safety Officer to do this in a large incident and complete all the functions
listed in this Job Aid.
How many ASOs are needed in the field?
The U.S. Forest Service recommends at least one ASO for each ICS Division. A follow on to this simple
approach is to assign an ASO for each Group and Division.
The primary responsibility of ASOs in the field is to protect responders and the public from incident
hazards. Therefore, ASOs should be targeted for incident areas and operations of high risk. During the
initial part of an emergency, the Safety Officer is working to anticipate and identify hazards, evaluate
them, and develop controls. In addition to identifying the hazards specific to the emergency location
(e.g., slips, trips and falls), the Safety Officer must also consider what operations are hazardous.
Deploying ASOs in the field is the best control for protecting responders and the public during an
emergency. Another technique to consider is to identify where other engineering, administrative and
personal protective equipment controls are inadequate, and to assign ASOs to those areas and operations.
Simply put, ASOs should be targeted to areas and operations that pose a high safety risk to responders
and the public. It is important to keep in mind that the ASO should not try and oversee safety issues
If the incident has matured to a point where IAP processes are in place, the Safety Officer can use the
Tactics Meeting as a means for identifying ASOs. In preparing for the Tactics Meeting, the Safety
Officer will be using ICS form 215A or 215A-CG to conduct a hazard/risk analysis for each work
assignment identified by Operations. For those work assignments that pose a high risk, an ASOs should
be assigned.
The most effective initial action a Safety Officer can do is to deploy ASOs into the field as soon as
possible. Placing eyes, ears, and enforcers in the heat of battle is the most effective way to ensure that
responders and the public are safeguarded.
What if several agencies are on scene and each wants to have their own Safety Officer?
There can only be one Safety Officer for an incident. That individual will be decided upon by the
Incident Commander(s) within the Unified Command/Incident Command organization when they are
deciding upon key members of the IMT. The most qualified and experienced individual should be
selected, but the focus of the response may dictate which agency is providing the SO. Other
organizations can provide ASOs that can fulfill the roles discussed in the previous section. If an
organization's designated Safety Officer is unable to work outside the organization, the incident Safety
Officer can assign him or her to the role of ASO for that organization and the operations they are
performing.
Since there is only one IAP, there is also only one Safety Plan. Sometimes organizations are only
allowed to use their standard site safety plan. The Safety Officer must work closely with an
organization's Safety Officer to convince them of the importance of a single safety plan. If possible, the
Safety Officer should incorporate all elements of the organization's safety plan into the master safety plan
to address the organization's concern. If this is not acceptable, the last resort is to include the
organization's safety plan as an addendum to the master Safety Plan.
How should a Safety Officer use his or her authority to stop an unsafe action?
A good Safety Officer is one that is more proactive rather than reactive, preventative rather than

EPA
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corrective, an operational enabler rather than an obstructer. Although Safety Officers and their ASOs
must stop unsafe actions, their primary responsibility is to prevent the unsafe act from occurring in the
first place.

EPA
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Appendix C: Safety Message Sample
The Safety Message is a one-page sheet, usually colored in a bright red or yellow that
emphasizes the top safety priorities and safeguards for the incident. It is an optional form, used
primarily to provide additional emphasis on a serious safety issue. The message should be short
and in bullet form for easy reading. This message contains the most important safety
information to communicate to Operations and appropriate personnel. An example is provided
below:

SAFETY MESSAGE
SANGRIA RIVER OIL SPILL
9/16/2000 1900 to 0700

TAKE
"A I M"

Anticipate, Identify, Mitigate
All Hazards
• Minimum staffing tonight. Use buddy system. Watch out for each other.
• Stay clear of high crime areas. Report all suspicious activities.
• Recovery operations suspended for the night due to thunderstorms in the
area.
• Thunderstorms forecasted, all recovery operations must be suspended when
thunder or lightening is present.
• Ensure that collection and containment areas are well lighted to prevent
slips, trips and falls.
Know the Communications Plan and who you need to contact in the event of an
emergency.

EPA
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